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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am honored to be here todayMy name is Duane Hardesty and  I am a senior Project Manager in the research and test reactors licensing branch at the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.      I’m going to talk with you about considerations related to the interactions between Human, Technical and Organizational Factors in the regulation of U.S. research reactors by the NRC .  



Overview
• Introduction
• The Mission and authority of the USNRC
• U.S. Research and Test Reactor categorization
• Interactions between Human, Technical and 

Organizational Factors
– management system and processes
– technical & licensing requirements
– Safety Culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to briefly discuss the U.S. NRC approach to regulating research reactors.  I’ll also provide a brief introduction to the U.S. research reactor fleet and how they are categorized.After that brief introduction, I will discuss the interactions between Human, Technical and Organizational Factors in regulating U.S. research reactors for the management process, licensing requirements and then a larger segment on Safety Culture in the U.S., including:NRC Safety Culture Policy Statement, Definition of Nuclear Safety CultureTraits of a Positive Nuclear Safety CultureSafety Culture Inspections for RTRs
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NRC’s Mission
To license and regulate the Nation’s civilian 
use of byproduct, source, and special 
nuclear materials to ensure adequate 
protection of public health and safety, 
promote the common defense and security, 
and protect the environment. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of you that may have limited knowledge of the NRC, these our some key points of our mission statement.Under the authority derived form the Atomic Energy Act, the NRC regulates civilian use of byproduct, source, and special nuclear materials to ensureAdequate protection of public health and safety, promotes common defense and security, and protects the environment.The U.S. Department of Energy and the Department of Defense have their own regulatory authority for government and military applications.



U.S. Research and Test Reactors
31 operating reactors
• Power range 

5 watts to 20 MW
Five are 2 MW or greater

• Reactor types
16   TRIGA

9   plate-type fuel
3   AGNs
3   one-of-a-kind

- PULSTAR, Argonaut, and critical assembly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Research and test reactors regulated by the NRC are of various designs and power levels. Thermal power levels and designs range from 5 watt (W) for the Aerojet General Nucleonics (AGN) solid homogeneous fueled reactors to a 20 megawatt (MW) heavy water cooled and moderated tank reactor.Most reactors are owned and operated by universities.  Three reactors are owned by private companies.  Three are owned by the US government, but regulated by the NRC.As you can see, we regulate a variety of reactor types with the TRIGA design being most common.  The plate reactors have the greatest variety of design, with three of them being tank reactors.  The 20 MW reactor at NIST is a plate type fuel design.  The AGNs are 5 watt solid homogeneous reactors used for teaching.  The one of a kind are the last remaining examples of their reactor class in the U.S.  The PULSTAR is an open pool design with UO2  fuel in Zr cladding.  The Argonaut has plate fuel elements in fuel boxes through which coolant flows.  Instead of a pool, shielding is provided by a concrete biologically shield.This large number of reactors with a wide variety of designs and power levels means we can apply a graded approach and show how it is applied.  This would be a challenge if we were only regulating two or three reactors. 



Management System Objectives
• Define and maintain the organization, as required, 

including training and certification
• maintain shift staffing composition for operation, 

including on-call personnel
• administrative controls for the conduct of operations 

and maintenance activities are consistent with safety
• Ensure operations and maintenance activities comply 

with the administrative controls
• ensure adequate resources and funding for 

management  and  disposal  of  radioactive waste 
and decommissioning

• ensure adequate arrangements for emergency 
preparedness and response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consistent with GSR, part 2, the NRC has established requirements for leadership and management for safety.  Senior management is ultimately responsible to ensure that the fundamental safety objective of protecting people and the environment.  These are some examples of inspectable requirements the NRC can evaluate to  determine if the licensee is maintaining a proper management system.  Where possible, direct observation of activities is used by NRC inspectors to verify management system requirements. Records, may also be reviewed in lieu ofdirect observations.



Technical & Licensing Requirements
During licensing and inspection, the NRC verifies 
the licensee has specified information and controls 
on staffing and operations, including:
• Structure – defined organizational structure 

indicating how/when staff communicates with 
management to resolve safety issues

• Review & Audit – maintaining a safety committee, 
with a defined charter, for independent review 
and approval of changes for safety evaluations, 
procedures, and experiments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The technical and licensing requirements are established for each licensee as license conditions and technical specifications (Operating limits and controls (OLCs)).These TS define the administrative control requirements for the management organization, such as staffing, minimum operator qualifications, and defining the organization for the management and operation of the reactor, including responsibilities and reporting lines.  The TS will also establish a committee for the independent review and audit of the safety aspects of the facility operation.  The review and audit must be conducted in accordance with a defined charter.  Among other things, the charter establishes the membership, qualifications of members, meeting frequency, items to be reviewed and approved.
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Importance of Safety Culture

• Operating experience has demonstrated nexus 
between safety culture and events 

• A positive safety culture contributes to the 
safe and secure use of radioactive materials  

• NRC recognizes that licensees bear the 
primary responsibility for the safe use of 
nuclear materials while the NRC, as the 
regulator, must consider the importance of 
safety culture in its oversight programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 It has been demonstrated that a strong safety culture is necessary within all levels of an organization to ensure adequate safety of a research reactor.  Safety must be an overriding priority demonstrated at the top most levels of management and carried down through all levels.  Safety is the responsibility of the Operator.  However, the NRC must evaluate the attributes and attitudes of in dividuals to ensure that a positive safety culture exists.
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Background of Safety Culture in the U.S.

• Commission policy documents related to 
safety culture
– Conduct of Operations (1989)

– Safety Conscious Work Environment (1996)
“Freedom of Employees in the Nuclear Industry 
to Raise Safety Concerns without Fear of 
Retaliation”

– Safety Culture Policy Statement (2015)



Definition of Nuclear Safety Culture
“Nuclear safety culture is the core values and 
behaviors resulting from a collective 
commitment by leaders and individuals to 
emphasize safety over competing goals to 
ensure protection of people and the 
environment.”

– NRC Safety Culture Policy Statement
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Traits of a Positive Nuclear Safety 
Culture 

• Leadership safety values and actions
• Problems identification and resolution
• Personal accountability
• Work processes
• Continuous learning
• Environment for raising concerns
• Effective safety communication
• Respectful work environment
• Questioning attitude
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A trait, in this case, is a pattern of thinking, feeling, and behaving that emphasizes safety, particularly in goal conflict situations, e.g., production vs. safety, schedule vs. safety, and cost of the effort vs. safety.  It is the Commission’s expectation that all organizations and individuals overseeing or performing regulated activities involving nuclear materials should take the necessary steps to promote a positive safety culture by fostering these traits. Leaders demonstrate a commitment to safety in their decisions and behaviorsIssues potentially impacting safety are promptly identified, fully evaluated, and promptly addressed and corrected commensurate with their significanceAll individuals take personal responsibility for safetyThe process of planning and controlling work activities is implemented so that safety is maintained Opportunities to learn about ways to ensure safety are sought out and implementedA safety conscious work environment is maintained where personnel feel free to raise safety concerns without fear of retaliation, intimidation, harassment or discriminationCommunications maintain a focus on safetyTrust and respect permeate the organizationIndividuals avoid complacency and continually challenge existing conditions and activities in order to identify discrepancies that might result in error or inappropriate action
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Safety Culture Inspections for RTRs

Reactive Inspection 

– Usually in response to an allegation 

– Frequency depends on size of facilities and operating 
schedule

• Size thresholds are listed in Inspection Manual 
Chapter 25.45

• Operational schedule:  24/7 versus once a week 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[In the future, hopefully, safety culture inspections will be routine]



Safety Culture Inspection Questions
1. Are you willing to raise a safety concern?

a. Are there any conditions under which you would be hesitant to do so?
b. If yes, does that condition exist here?

2. Are you aware of situations where any employee or contractor may be
hesitant to raise concerns, internally or externally?  If yes, please explain.

3. Where would you go to raise a safety issue? (i.e., supervisor, alternative
program (Employee Concerns Program (ECP)/Ombudsman), NRC, or 
other avenue/method).
b. Why would you pick this avenue/method? 
c. Have you or others had any experiences, or know of any situations, that

have influenced your decision to pick this avenue/method? If so, please
describe.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ten suggested questions provides guidance for our inspectors regarding:Safety Conscious Work EnvironmentChilled Work EnvironmentProblem Identification & Resolution Insights



Safety Culture Inspection Questions 
(continued)

4. Are there other avenues/methods available to you for raising safety 
issues?

a. Have you ever submitted a safety issue to management?  Why not?
b. If yes, was the issue adequately addressed?  Why or why not?
c. If not adequately addressed, did you further pursue the issue?  If not,

why not?
d. Given the nuclear safety importance of the issue, did you receive timely

feedback?
e. Describe any instances in which you know of another employee who

submitted an issue to {insert avenue/method} and you considered the
response unacceptable.
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Safety Culture Inspection Questions 
(continued)

5. Would you say that your management is supportive of the ECP/
Ombudsman program?
a. If yes, how is such support demonstrated?
b. If no, please describe what has led you to believe that they are not 

supportive.

6. Are you aware of any actions taken by your management to prevent and
detect retaliation and/or chilling effect?
a. Are their actions effective?
b. Has management’s handling of any chilling effect issues been 

consistent?

7. Are you aware of any instances in which another individual experienced a 
negative reaction for raising a safety issue?  If yes, please describe the 
incident, including any information conveyed by management concerning 
the incident.
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Safety Culture Inspection Questions 
(continued)

8. What does Safety Conscious Work Environment/Chilled Work Environment
(SCWE/CWE) mean to you?
a. Do you know if this facility has a SCWE/CWE policy?
b. If yes, can you briefly explain what the established policy requires?

9. Would you say your management is supportive of the SCWE/CWE policy?
a. If yes, how is such support demonstrated?
b. If no, please describe what has led you to believe they are not 

supportive.

10. Have events or circumstances occurred in the past six months that have 
reduced:

a. Your willingness to identify or raise safety issues?
b. Your confidence in the corrective action program?
c. Your willingness to challenge actions or decisions you believe are 

unsafe?
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Results of a Safety Culture Inspection
• Bottomline:  Is there a chilled environment?
• Safety Culture Inspection Report documents the 

answer to this question, in a general sense
• Report is very general about the facility
• Many levels of personnel are interviewed
• Result:  Either

– No issues, or
– Areas for improvement 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NRC may take many options depending upon the nature and frequency of the observation;Chilling effect letter10 CFR 50.9 violationIssue an Order (licensee commitments)



Resources
• NRC safety culture website  

– http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/safety-culture.html

• NUREG-1537, Guidelines for Preparing and 
Reviewing Applications for the Licensing of Non-
Power Reactors

• ANSI/ANS-15.1-2007, the development of 
technical specifications for research reactors

• NRC Inspection Procedures for research and Test 
Reactors, and non-power production or 
utilization facilities: https://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/insp-manual/inspection-procedure/
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http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/safety-culture.html


QUESTIONS
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